
MY SO: Structures
Division B+C Presentation



● Div B and C
○ Historical structures
○ Material properties
○ Thermal expansion
○ Loading scenarios
○ Cross sections and stress

Topics Covered

○ Forces and equilibrium
○ Trusses
○ Dynamic loads
○ Safety factor

○ Cascading failures
○ Guy wires
○ Tuned mass dampers

● Div C only 
○ Zero force members
○ Two force members
○ Shear stress diagrams
○ Pistons



● Both tests will focus on the ability to analyze a structure, and think about 
what forces/stresses members are withstanding
○ Tension
○ Compression
○ Bending
○ Shear
○ Torsion
○ Buckling

● Please note that all of the above are not mutually exclusive!
● Be comfortable with the definitions of the above, and intuitive scenarios 

of their occurrences

Heavy Focus:



● One important historical innovation 

of ancient Greek structures is the 

use of pillars
● These pillars were created by 

stacking smaller pillars on top of 

each other

● This structure has little tensile 
strength, but is strong under 
compression

Historic Structures: Greek

Source: 
https://etc.ancient.eu/photos/ancient-greek-temples-mediterranean/



● The Roman arch was the foundation of many buildings 
in ancient Rome

● The keystone is the most important component of an 
arch
○ It is a wedge shaped stone at the top of the arch 

that is set last and holds the rest of the arch in 
place

● An arch is strongest under compression as it 
distributes the load on it downwards

● Roman arches are usually made up of concrete

Historic Structures: Roman

Source: Diego Delso, delso.photo, License CC-BY-SA"

http://delso.photo/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/legalcode


● Mechanical material properties: strength, toughness, hardness, brittleness, 
malleability, and ductility

● Physical material properties: density and thermal expansion
● Chemical material properties: ability to corrode and chemical stability
● Isotropic vs Anisotropic

○ Isotropic - Material properties are independent of direction
■ Example - Aluminum, same strength in every direction

○ Anisotropic - Material properties are direction dependent 
■ Example - Carbon Fiber, strength depends on the direction you consider 

and its orientation with the grain of the fibers

Material Properties



● Do not have the same strength when loaded in different 
directions

● Wood
○ Composed of many grains, strongest when grains are in 

tension/compression
● Carbon Fiber

○ Also composed of fibers glued together with epoxy, fibers 
are strongest in tension only (like fabric)

● 3D - Printed Material
○ Composed of stacked layers of plastic
○ Each individual layer is reasonably strong, but they tend to 

be easily pulled apart/separated

Anisotropic Materials



● Steel is an alloy of iron that is part 
carbon to improve the strength 
and fracture resistance

● Steel is highly recyclable, with 
steel that is made in the US being 
up to 98% recyclable, more than 
other construction products

● The Bessemer process allowed for 
the cheap mass production of steel, 
enabling large scale projects using 
steel. 

Material Properties: Steel



● Annealing steel changes the physical properties of steel by heat treating it. Listed 
below are a few types:

● Stress Relief: Helps reduce stress on the steel caused by processes such as forming, 
straightening, or rolling.

● Spheroidize: Only works on steel that have more than 0.8% carbon. The process 
improves the ductility and toughness of the steel but reduces hardness and strength. 
Generally used on steel that has already hardened to allow it to be workable again. 

● Normalize: Only used on ferrous alloys and helps achieve an uniform grain in the alloy 
● Process Anneal: Softens steel by slowing heating and slowly cooling it. 
● Full Anneal: Heats up steel to beyond its upper critical temperature before being cooled 

down. 

Steel Annealing



● Concrete is generally made up of a mix of cement, water, 
and either stone, gravel, or sand. There is also a binder 
that is mixed in. 

● Water is required to increase the workability of concrete, 
although the exact ratio can vary depending on the 
compressive strength needed from the concrete

● The water to cement ratio generally falls between 0.4 to 
0.7

● Too much water in concrete can lead to the liquid 
evaporating after the concrete has already set, forming 
gaps in the concrete which compromises strength

Material Properties: Concrete



● Reinforcement bar, also known as rebar, is a steel 
bar or wire that runs through the concrete and is 
used to increase the tensile strength of concrete

● Rebar is generally made with an uneven surface to 
better bond with the concrete 

Material Properties: Rebar

● Steel has a thermal expansion coefficient similar to that of concrete, thus 
lowering the possibility of additional stresses on the concrete

● Poorly designed rebars and improper placement can become displaced and 
lead to structural failure such as in the collapse of the Cypress Street Viaduct 
located Oakland, California

● Depending on the location of the cement, different types of rebars can be used 
such as sheet metal, welded wire fabric, stainless steel, and epoxy-coated rebars



● Wood is classified into hardwood and softwood
○ Hardwoods generally have broad leaves
○ Softwoods have needle-like leaves

● Wood is hygroscopic, meaning that the moisture level of wood depends on 
the humidity of the surrounding air
○ The fiber saturation point refers to the point in which a piece of wood has 

no free or excess water. 
○ Below the fiber saturation point, wood shrinks as it loses water and swells 

as it gains water

Material Properties: Wood 



Wood Warping 

● The uneven drying of wood can 
cause warps and distortions in 
the wood

● If this uneven drying happens 
frequently, it can create 
separations in the wood called 
checks

● Checks are perpendicular to the 
growth rings of the wood

Source: Vermont Timber Works



● Materials expand and contract depending on the temperature of their 
surroundings

● The thermal expansion coefficient αL describes a ratio change in length 
per unit temperature change
○ The units are 1/°F or °F-1 (1/other units of temperature like C or K)

● If a material had an αL = 0.01 °F-1, it would grow by 1% in length for every 
degree increase in temperature Fahrenheit if heated uniformly

Thermal Expansion



● Assuming the material has a positive ɑL, a material is also going to shrink 
by the same percentage for a corresponding temperature drop

● If a material is not uniformly heated, different parts of the material will 
expand differently and cause stresses within the material as a result

● If a material is uniformly heated (meaning all parts change by the same 
temperature at the same rate), it undergoes no stresses at all

● Materials can still cause stresses from uniform heating if they expand 
against something, for example against something else that doesn’t want 
to move

Thermal Expansion Continued



● Compression
● Tension
● Shear
● Bending
● Torsion

Loading Scenarios



● Pushed together
● Arches and columns are under compression
● In some scenarios, if a certain beam or column is sufficiently long 

compared to its cross sectional area/width, it may buckle before it 
actually fails in compression
○ Pasta will buckle, and then bend until it fractures. As soon as buckling occurs, 

the structure has failed
○ Cardboard often buckles when you try to crush it from the ends

Compression



● Pulling apart
● Cables and ropes are under tension
● The chain supporting a chandelier is under tension
● All the cables in the bridge below are loaded in tension

Tension



● Shear is a loading scenario where part of a 
material is being forced one way, but 
another part of it is being forced another 
way

● This can cause a material to break apart 
along a plane prematurely

● Some materials are not as strong in certain 
directions
○ For example, wood is resistant to shear 

loads that avoid the grain plane, but not 
loads that are parallel to the grain

Shear

This bolt was holding two 
plates of materials together, 
and deformed under a shear 
loading



● A given beam under bending typically is actually partly loaded in 
compression and partly loaded under tension

● A beam typically fails under a bending load because it exceeds the 
maximal tensile load or exceeds the maximal compressive load in a 
given part of the beam

● Certain bending scenarios like four-point-bending can lead to the 
beam being loaded in pure internal shear

Bending



● Torsion is type of loading that tends to cause the material to twist
● The highest stress region of a cylinder or beam is the region on the 

outside, furthest from the rotation axis
● Shafts that spin like a drive shaft or an axle are typically loaded under 

torsion
● Torsion from an applied torque causes shear stress on the material 

Torsion



● A cross section is like a sliced view of an 
object
○ For example, the included image is an image 

of two cross sections of two steel I-beams
○ The area contained inside a cross section is 

called the cross-sectional area
● The strength of a given structure or beam is 

often dependent on its cross section

Cross Sections



● Stress = force acting on the cross section / cross sectional area
● Examples of Stress:

○ Tensional Stress (Force Tension / Cross Sectional Area)
○ Shear Stress (Shear Force / Cross Sectional Area)

Stress

Source: https://www.bu.edu/moss/mechanics-of-materials-stress/

Source: 
https://www.linearmotiontips.com/mechanical-properties-of-materials-stress-an
d-strain/



● A unit of area has dimensions of length squared
○ 1 square meter or 1 m2 is an example of a unit of area

● Newtons are a unit of force
○ 1 Newton is 1 kg * m/s2

● Pascals are a unit of stress or pressure, it is a force per unit area
○ 1 Pascal is 1 Newton per square meter
○ 1 psi is 1 pound per square inch

● Kilograms are a unit of mass, not of weight
○ On earth, one kilogram does not exert one Newton of force
○ On earth, one kilogram of mass exerts a weight of 9.81 Newtons since g = 

9.81m/s2

Units



● A free body diagram shows the forces (pictured as arrows) acting on an 
object (pictured as a dot)

Forces + Free Body Diagrams

normal force
(force from floor pushing back on 
box--otherwise the box would go 

straight through the floor!)

gravity
(on Earth, 9.81 m/s2)

applied force
(force from person 
pushing box)

friction
(force from box 
sliding on floor)



● An object is in equilibrium if there the forces are balanced so that there is no net 
force
○ This means its horizontal forces balance out and its vertical forces balance out 

(sum of forces to the left = sum of forces to the right, similar for up and down)
○ Diagonal forces can be split into their components (methods on next slide)

Equilibrium

50 N

40 N

50 N

40 N

5 N

3 N

4 N

5 N
2 N

4 N 36.87°

✅ In equilibrium: 
40=40 (vertical), 
50=50 (horizontal)

✅ In equilibrium:
2+3 = 5, (vertical), 
4=4 (horizontal)

50 N

40 N

50 N

❌ Not in equilibrium: 
40≠30, object would be 
moving downwards

30 N



● Pythagorean Theorem
○ Applies for right triangles
○ a2 + b2 = c2

○ a = length of one leg
○ b = length of other leg
○ c = length of hypotenuse

● Trigonometry
○ 5 is the magnitude of the diagonal force
○ 36.87° is the angle 
○ The horizontal component has a magnitude 

of 5 * cos(36.87°) = 4
○ The vertical component has a magnitude of 5 

* sin(36.87°) = 3

Triangles

5 N

36.87°
3 N

4 N

5 N

a

b
c

3

4
5 32 + 42 = 52

9 + 16 = 25



● Trusses are assemblies of beams connected at 
joints to form a rigid structure

● The earliest known truss dates back to early 
lake dwellings from the early Bronze Age

● For truss problems, make the following 
assumptions
○ Pin joints at the ends of each member (or “link”)
○ Each member can only experience 

tension/compression
● Solve using method of joints

○ Each joint must be in equilibrium (forces sum to zero), 
pick a joint and solve for unknown forces

Trusses



● Not all structures are static
● Some structures are meant to move, 

like a wind turbine or a drawbridge
● Even structures that are traditionally 

static have to undergo dynamic loads 
such as wind

Dynamic Loads



● If a certain part of a structure would only say see loads between 600 
pounds and 800 pounds, you might not want to design the part to fail at 
exactly 800 pounds as it would be very likely to fail in real life

● Instead, engineers design parts with a safety factor, so that they can 
withstand the maximal value of the real world load, plus some more 
margin

● For example, in the above case, if the part was designed to fail at 1000 lbs, 
it would be said to have a safety factor of 1.25 since 1000/800 = 1.25

● The formula for the safety factor is: maximum load / current load

Safety Factor



● Containers that hold in pressure, known as pressure vessels, generally 
have their walls loaded in tension. The gas or liquid inside is high pressure 
and wants to expand outwards. This pulls the walls apart, loading them in 
tension.

● Balloons, and shaken soda bottles are examples of pressure vessels.
● A pressurized piston is also an example of a pressure vessel

Pressure Vessels



Div C Only Slides



● Zero force members can usually be identified when there is a joint with no external 
load/support AND...
○ Only two non-collinear members and no external load or support (Type 1)
○ OR 2 collinear members and 1 non collinear member (Type 2)

● Carry no load assuming truss members are 100% rigid
● Can reduce buckling in other members in a real scenario

Zero Force Members

ZFM Indicated in Red

ZFM Free Body
No equilibrium possible if red forces 

are non zero 

Examples in structures 

Type 2 Type 1
Type 1 Type 2



● Two force members only carry tension and compression
● A member is a two force member if

○ It only has 2 joints
○ It has only 2 forces acting on those two joints

● Can simplify statics problems

Two Force Members

A

B
The hydraulic pistons (A and B) are 2 
force members



● A shear diagram shows the shear along a beam 
● Common forces shown on a shear diagram:

○ Point loads = vertical jump in diagram, direction same as sign of point load
○ Uniform distributed loads = straight sloped line, slope is equal to value of load 
○ No Load = horizontal line on diagram

Shear Stress Diagrams

Source: 
https://mechanicalc.com/reference/beam-analysis



● Pistons deliver force by pressurizing 
an internal cavity with a fluid or a gas

● If the internal pressure of a cylinder 
has some pressure P, and an cylinder 
cross-sectional area of A, then it 
delivers a force F = P*A

● Liquid pressure on both sides is the 
same
○ Therefore, F1/F2=A1/A2

Pistons

Source: Lumen Learning - Pascal’s Principle



● The failure of a given component in a structure often causes loads to be 
redistributed among the remaining members

● The redistributed stress is often higher for remaining members, pushing 
them closer to failure as well

● Eventually this causes more failures to occur, causing a chain reaction 
that speeds up over time, and can quickly lead to the failure of the 
structure as a whole

Cascading Failures



● Guy wires are cables loaded in tension to 
prevent tall towers from toppling, 
leaning, or buckling

● Cables in tension apply load to the tower 
parallel to the cable

Guy Wires



● Used to reduce the amplitude of mechanical vibrations affecting a 
structure
○ For example, absorbs seismic waves from an earthquake
○ It is specifically tuned such that it has a similar resonance frequency as the structure so as 

to absorb the energy of unwanted vibrations.

● Consists of a mass mounted on one or more damped springs

Tuned Mass Damper 

Source: Physics Stack Exchange



Special thanks to Science Olympiad at Cornell for the 
development of this resource.


